IMMEDIATE RELEASE

MEMKO takes flight as a CASR 21 Subpart M approved organisation
Melbourne, 4th October 2011 - MEMKO Pty Ltd, leading the way in sustaining engineering solutions
within the Aviation, Aerospace and Defence industries announced today its appointment as a CASR
21 Subpart M approved organisation by the Australian Civil Aviation Safety Authority (CASA).
The approval enables MEMKO to extend its engineering services to support certification and
airworthiness and the approval of repairs and modification to all Australian registered aircraft.
MEMKO engineering staff have significant experience with international aviation OEM’s such as
Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Airbus and Bombardier. This experience in design, manufacturing and
support aligned with a complete understanding of the CASA Regulatory requirements, enables
MEMKO to maximise value adding for its customers.
“Memko will work together with CASA and our customers to achieve the required standards of
continuing airworthiness necessary for safe operations. The experience of our senior engineers
blended with the learning enthusiasm of engineering graduates enables strong and effective teaming
to deliver the high quality of outcomes mandated by our industry” said Doug McPherson, Engineering
Manager at MEMKO.
The ability to offer Subpart 21M approval of repairs and modifications aligns with the engineering
training Memko currently provides in the areas of CASA Design & Airworthiness Approvals and
Regulations, Weight & Balance and Fatigue & Damage Tolerance.
“Our CASA approval in conjunction with our portfolio of Product Lifecycle Management (PLM)
solutions from Dassault Systemes uniquely positions MEMKO to satisfy the new regulations ensuring
data configuration control and reducing the risk for the development, design, manufacturing and
maintenance of aircraft and products.” said Miro Miletic, Managing Director of MEMKO.
“The collaborative approach inherent in MEMKO service development and delivery with a total
commitment to quality and achieving a value added outcome.” added Miletic.
end

MEMKO Pty Ltd - offers engineering services, technologies and training to assist and support
customers in advanced and highly regulated industries. Our product portfolio takes advantage of
cutting edge innovation, industry best practices and experienced consulting services to support
engineering and manufacturing processes.
MEMKO is exclusively committed to the Dassault Systemes PLM offering of DELMIA, CATIA, ENOVIA
and 3DVIA including complimentary solutions such as VERISURF and ICAM. For Further information
visit www.memko.com.au
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